Our customers
Have ear
Particularly
Fine...

...... We are delighted that they are the only ones able to enjoy our speakers. They have immediately, seduced the true music lovers; those who demand authenticity. To achieve this authenticity, SCOTT's engineers used the most recent discoveries of American Acousticians.

But in the field of speaker making, scientific rigour is not enough. Scott sought the judgement of professional musicians: he is a Philadelphia conductor and a renowned New York soloist who, as a last resort, have tested the Scott enclosure you are about to acquire.

Your ear, particularly fine, will not fail to notice. SCOTT is also a whole range of receiver.

An innovation of SCOTT: loudspeaker with a dispersion angle of 360°.

During the construction of acoustic speakers, research laboratories are tried to make stereo ambience of a concert hall. However, this stereo effect is obtained by placing several speakers at various points in the room.

SCOTT engineers have created the acoustic QUADRANT Q-100, pregnant SCOTT covering an angle of 360°.